ABSTRACT Stepwise re nement of programs has proven to be a suitable method for developing parallel and distributed programs. We examine and compare a number of di erent notions of program re nement for Unity. Two of these notions are based on execution sequences. Re nement corresponds to the reduction of the set of execution sequences, i.e. reducing the amount of nondeterminism. The other re nement notions are based on Unity properties as introduced by Chandy and Misra. The Unity approach is to re ne speci cations. Although it has proven a suitable formalism for deriving algorithms, it seems less suitable for handling implementation details. Following Sanders and Singh, we formalize program re nement in the Unity framework as the preservation of Unity properties. We show that Unity properties are not powerful enough to characterize execution sequences. As a consequence, the notion of property-preserving re nement di ers from the notion of reducing the set of execution sequences.
Introduction
Developing correct parallel and distributed programs from speci cation to implementation is a di cult task. Stepwise re nement has proven to be a useful methodology for this task.
The Unity framework, as introduced by Chandy and Misra in CM88], consists of a programming language and a programming logic. The logic is based on a set of temporal properties. These properties are used to give speci cations. The Unity approach is to re ne speci cations toward a speci c architecture until a program can be derived easily. A speci cation is re ned by a stronger set of properties. As can be seen from the case studies in CM88], this method is useful for deriving parallel and distributed algorithms. However, it is not easy to deal with low-level implementation details at the level of speci cation. So, the speci cation re nement seems less suitable for the nal stage of program development. In this stage of the development process, program re nement is more useful. This consists of transforming programs toward a speci c architecture in such a way that semantic properties of the program are preserved. There are di erent notions of what kind of properties are to be preserved. Because we are also interested in interactive programs, we need a semantic notion that takes into account some temporal behavior of the program, not only its pre-and postconditions. Sanders San90] de nes a syntactic notion of program re nement similar to reactive re nement as de ned by Back in Bac90] . For this kind of re nements, she is interested in the preservation of adjusted Unity properties. In Sin91], Singh uses a similar approach for the original Unity properties. Lamport and Abadi AL88] base their work on behaviors, sequences of states that can occur during program execution. Re nement of a program should reduce the set of behaviors, that is, it reduces the amount of nondeterminism.
In this paper the relation between these notions of program re nement is examined for Unity programs. Therefore, we de ne a number of semantic models for Unity programs. First, we de ne two models based on sequences of states. The rst semantics of a program is the set of stutter-free sequences of states that can occur during program execution. An extension for compositionality results in the second model. Secondly, we de ne some models based on Unity properties. The semantics of a program is the set of properties (safety and progress properties) that it satis es. We can choose for the semantics two notions of progress: either leadsto properties, or ensures properties. Since we can use properties de ned by Chandy and Misra as well as those de ned by Sanders, we de ne four di erent models. Each model yields a notion of re nement. At rst sight one might think that the notion of re nement in terms of sequences and properties are equivalent. We will show that Unity properties are not powerful enough to characterize sequences.
Introduction to Unity
In this section a brief overview of Unity is given. Unity was introduced by Chandy and Misra in CM88] . First, the Unity programming language is presented. Then, two logics for the language are discussed: a variation of the logic in CM88] and a logic given by Sanders in San91] .
A Unity program has several parts that are called sections. (In the sequel Unity programs are denoted by F or G.) We will only consider a subset of Unity programs, namely, programs that are made up of the following sections.
An initially-section de ning the initial values of variables. We denote by init:F the set of possible states that satisfy the requirements of the initially-section of a program F. An assign-section containing a non-empty set of (possibly multiple and/or conditional) assignment statements (for a program F denoted by assign:F). Assignment statements are separated by the symbol ]. Assignment statements are deterministic and the execution of each statement always terminates. When it is clear from the context we may use F to denote init:F or assign:F. Execution of a Unity program F starts in a state contained in init:F. In each step an assignment statement is chosen from the set assign:F and executed. Furthermore, an execution has to be fair, that is, each statement should be chosen in nitely often. If the guard of the statement evaluates to false, execution of that statement is a skip statement. The execution of a Unity program never terminates. However, there is the notion of xed point: if after some moment the state cannot be changed by any statement of F, one can view this state as the result of the computation.
An example of a Unity program is given below. The predicate p(E/x) is the predicate p in which x is substituted by E. The de nitions for multiple assignments are similar, using simultaneous substitution.
Program
Because the execution of each assignment statement always terminates, the notions of weakest liberal precondition and weakest precondition are the same. The unless CM property is a safety property. The operational interpretation of p unless CM q is that if p becomes true during the execution of the program it remains true as long as q is false. The ensures CM and leadsto CM properties are progress properties. The operational interpretation of p ensures CM q is that if p holds it remains to hold until q holds and q will hold within nite time, i.e., a nite number of execution steps. The operational interpretation of p 7 ! CM q is that whenever p is true, q will become true within nite time. The de nition of the leadsto CM property is slightly di erent from the de nition given in CM88]. It is a de nition of Pachl given in Pac90]. We use this notion because of its correspondence to the operational intuition of the leadsto property. We will discuss this in section 3.
Using the three basic properties some \derived" properties can be de ned. For example: stable CM p = p unless CM false;
If the program is not clear from the context we will mention the program explicitly using the connective in , e.g., p unless q in F.
In CM88], Chandy and Misra give many theorems to combine Unity properties and derive new properties from them, e.g., the Simple Conjunction Theorem p unless CM q p 0 unless CM q 0 p^p 0 unless CM q _ q 0 :
They also propose a substitution axiom. This axiom says that if invariant CM (a = b) then we may substitute a for b in every property of the program. However, this gives an unsound proof system. For example, for program F, introduced before, we can derive the properties (x = c^x 0) unless CM x > c and invariant CM (x 0) true. The substitution axiom says that (x = c) unless CM (x c) is a property of F. However, this is not true if c is negative. This is because Unity properties also say something about the behavior of the program in states that are never reached during any program execution, e.g., the states where x < 0 for program F.
Sanders introduced a new logic to eliminate this problem in San91]. The properties are changed in such a way that unreachable states are disregarded. This results in weaker properties than the properties as de ned by Chandy and Misra.
Before de ning Sanders's properties we give predicate transformers wst and sst (weakest and strongest stable predicates) as given in San91].
De nition 1.5 1. The predicate wst:F:p is the weakest solution for q such that q ) wlp:F:q^q ) p]:
2. The predicate sst:F:p is the strongest solution for q of q ) wlp:F:q^p ) q]:
Sanders has proven the following characterization of wst and sst that can be used to compute these predicate transformers. Note that we have de ned the property invariant S p separately because it is no longer a derived property. In this system the substitution axiom becomes a theorem. Note that the property x = c unless S x c is indeed a property of F.
Models
In this section, we de ne semantic models for Unity programs. First, we de ne two models based on sequences. One consists of sequences of states, the other is an extension to make the model compositional. Next, we de ne models based on Unity properties. Using Chandy and Misra's properties or Sanders's properties, and ensures or leadsto properties to model progress results in four di erent models. Chandy and Misra have de ned an execution model for Unity programs in terms of sequences of tuples. Each tuple consists of a state and a label of the statement that is executed. We use the operational view that only states can be observed. This means that it is not visible which statement is executed and no stutterings are observed. This corresponds with the idea of the Unity properties that also abstract from stutterings. In Liu89], Liu gives the semantics of Unity programs in terms of fair execution sequences. This model resembles our rst operational semantics.
We start with two operational semantics for Unity programs. The rst model gives a set of stutter-free sequences of states that may occur during an execution of the program.
We will rst de ne some preliminaries. Let be the set of states and Seq = P( ) be the domain of sets of state sequences. We use the hh:ii-brackets to denote sequences. For sequences an operator \ is de ned by Abadi and Lamport in AL88] that removes stutterings from a sequence, i.e., it replaces all maximal ( nite or in nite) segments Hence, for some compositional semantics it is not su cient to have all execution sequences: we need a semantic model that allows for interleaving. Like BKPR91], we use an extended notion of sequences to make the model compositional. Extended sequences have holes and the intuition is that the holes can be lled by the environment (that is, another Unity program). Extended sequences are sequences of pairs of states. The rst state of each pair is arbitrary, reached by the program or its environment, the second is the result of the execution of any statement of the program. Because the rst state of the rst pair of an extended sequence can be any state, we have to take care of the initial states explicitly. So, we de ne the domain of extended sequences by ESeq = (P( ); P(( ) )).
We want to abstract from stuttering in the compositional model also. However, it is not possible to remove all stuttering from each extended sequence. Then, it would not be possible to derive the set of connected sequences. Like BKPR91], we only remove connected stutterings, and to make the model more abstract it is allowed to add stutterings. To remove connected stutterings, we de ne the operator \. This operator removes all stuttering pairs ( ; ) in an extended sequence for which the second element of the preceding pair, or the rst element of the following pair is . The operation merge is the standard fair interleaving on sequences.
Theorem 2.4 For Unity programs F; G, (O 2 F] ]~ ] O 2 G] ]) = O 2 F ]G] ]:
Proofs of the theorems can be found in UK92]. Next, we de ne an abstraction function that relates the two operational models. The idea is to take all the connected extended sequences.
De nition 2. Now we de ne semantic models for Unity programs in terms of Unity properties. Therefore, we de ne a domain U = (P( ) P(P) P(P)) as a triple containing a set of initial states, and two sets of properties. The domain P is the property domain, i.e., a pair of sets of states, P = P( ) P( ) (we often switch between predicates and sets of states).
We de ne in total four di erent models; two are based on the Unity logic of Chandy and Misra, and the others based on the logic of Sanders We have de ned a number of semantic models for Unity programs. Each semantic model induces a notion of re nement of programs. Now we de ne these notions for all models. We use the connective in to indicate the model.
For O 1 , the sets of sequences, we use a notion that corresponds to the idea of implementation as de ned by Abadi and Lamport in AL88]; a speci cation S 1 is implemented by a speci cation S 2 if every behavior of S 2 is allowed by S 1 . Going from speci cation to implementation, the set of execution sequences reduces. The number of choices that can be made decreases, in other words, the amount of nondeterminism decreases.
De nition 2.10 Let F; G be Unity programs
We can extend the notion of re nement to the domain of extended sequences as follows.
De nition 2.11 For Unity programs F; G; O 2 F] ] = (I F ; V F ), and = (I F I G^UF U G^LF L G ): In this section we have de ned a number of semantic models for Unity programs. For each model, we have de ned a notion of re nement. We are interested in the relation between the notions of re nement of the models, especially between those of the operational models and those of the models based on Unity properties. In the following section, we will examine these relations and we will show that all these notions of re nement are di erent.
Relation between the models
In the previous section we gave a number of semantic models for Unity programs and for each model we de ned a re nement relation. In this section we examine the relations between the models. We want to know how the notions of re nement for the models are related. Therefore, we de ne the following relation on models.
De nition 3.1 For two models M 1 and M 2 , M 1 ! M 2 b = h8F; G ::
If the arrow relation holds for two models, we can conclude that the equality of programs is related in the same way.
Lemma 3.2 For two models M 1 and M 2 , M 1 ! M 2 ) h8F; G ::
In gure 1, the arrow relation is shown for all models given in the previous section. In this section, we establish the arrow relations. The relations between the property-based models are given in the previous section and will not be discussed here. We are especially interested in the relations between the operational semantics and the semantics based on Unity properties. Since the models IUE CM and O 2 are both compositional and contain some information about atomicity, one might think that these models are equivalent.
Also, one might think that O 1 and IUL S are equivalent. In this section we will show that this is not true.
First, we are going to examine the relation between O 2 and IUE CM . As can be seen from gure 1, there is a re nement-preserving abstraction relation from O 2 to IUE CM , but not the other way around. We will start by proving the latter by counterexample. 2 The same counterexamples shows that IUE CM 6 ! O 1 and IUE S 6 ! O 1 . In the proof above, it is shown that the notion of execution sequences is a stronger notion than Unity properties. Two programs having the same Unity properties may have di erent execution sequences. In other words, Unity properties are not expressive enough to characterize the set of execution sequences. As a consequence, property preserving re nement is a weaker notion than the reduction of the set of execution sequences. As we have seen in the proof, the programs F and G have the same Unity properties. So, F v G in IUE CM and also F v G in IUE S . However, these re nements do not reduce the set of execution sequences. In fact, they extend the set of sequences. However, the reverse arrow does not hold. In fact, the counter-example of theorem 3.3 is a counter-example for this theorem also. However, this is not the only cause of trouble. In Mis90], Misra shows that the notion of ensuring is essential when program composition is examined. The following theorem shows that the ensures also provides a really ner distinction of sequences than the leadsto when programs are examined in isolation. which is property a property of F but not of G.
In this section we have shown that the notion of sequences is a stronger notion than Unity properties. Unity properties cannot characterize the (extended) sequences of programs completely. As a consequence, the notion of property preserving re nement is a weaker notion than the reduction of execution sequences or reduction of nondeterminism. It is also shown that the ensures property, although it is too strong ( Mis90]), is essentially stronger than 7 ! in characterizing sequences.
Conclusions and Further Research
We have de ned a number of semantic models to justify re nement of Unity programs and compared the notions of re nement induced by the di erent models. We have shown that the two notions of sequences are more expressive than Unity properties. Programs that have the same properties may have di erent execution sequences. Consequently, preservation of Unity properties, as used by Sanders ( San90] ) and Singh ( Sin91] ), di ers from the usual notion of re nement, reducing the set of execution sequences. It is a weaker notion that may introduce new execution sequences.
Unity properties have proven to be insu cient to characterize sequences. The real expressive power of properties is not clear. We want to nd a model of execution sequences that is equivalent to properties. It also might be of interest to nd a Unity-like property model that is powerful enough to characterize sequences. As we have seen, IUL S is not compositional, neither is IUE S . It is interesting to know whether IUE CM is the fully abstract model above IUL S .
